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GENDER AND SEXUAL 
ORIENTATION TERMS

Agender: a person who does not identify with a gender identity or gender expression; some 
agender-identifying people consider themselves gender neutral, genderless, and/or non-
binary, while some consider “agender” to be their gender identity.

Ally/Accomplice: a person who recognizes their privilege and is actively engaged in a 
community of resistance to dismantle the systems of oppression. They do not show up to 
“help” or participate as a way to make themselves feel less guilty about privilege but are able 
to lean into discomfort and have hard conversations about being held accountable and the 
ways they must use their privilege and/or social capital for the true liberation of oppressed 
communities.  

Androgynous: a person who expresses or presents merged socially-defined masculine and 
feminine characteristics, or mainly neutral characteristics.

Asexual: having a lack of (or low level of) sexual attraction to others and/or a lack of interest 
or desire for sex or sexual partners. Asexuality exists on a spectrum from people who 
experience no sexual attraction nor have any desire for sex, to those who experience low 
levels of sexual attraction and only after significant amounts of time. Many of these different 
places on the spectrum have their own identity labels. Another term used within the asexual 
community is “ace,” meaning someone who is asexual.

Bigender: a person who identifies with having two genders, which aren’t necessarily man and 
womxn.

Biphobia: the prejudice, marginalization, and hatred of people who are perceived to be 
bisexual, also experienced by other identities (pansexual, omnisexual, etc.).

Bisexual: a person who may be sexually and/or romantically attracted to people of a similar 
gender and a different gender. 

Boi: a person who may identify as masculine-of-center and chooses to use this term as a 
reference to masculinity outside of cis-hood; a term originating in the black community.

Butch: someone who identifies themselves as masculine, whether it be physically, mentally 
or emotionally.

Cisgender/Cis: a person whose gender identity matches the sex they were assigned at birth 
(eg, man and male-assigned).
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Cisnormativity: the societal and structural assumption that all people identify with the 
gender they were assigned at birth.

Drag Queen/King: a person who performs masculine or feminine gender theatrically. While 
some drag queens and kings also are transgender, the terms are not used interchangeably.

Dyke: a slur historically used against queer womxn, particularly masculine-of-center womxn, 
which now is reclaimed by some to affirm their identities.

Fag: a slur historically used against queer men, which now is reclaimed by some to affirm 
their identities.

Female-To-Male (FTM), Male-To-Female (MTF): used to describe a person who has gone 
through a gender transition, sometimes used to refer to someone who has had gender 
reassignment surgery.

Femme: someone who identifies themselves as feminine, whether it be physically, mentally 
or emotionally.

Gay: a person who is attracted exclusively to people of the same gender; misused as an 
umbrella term for the entire LGBTQ+ community.

Gender: gender covers a wide range of concepts related to identities that apply to everyone. 

• Gender Characteristics: characteristics that are used to attribute gender to an individual, such  
           as facial hair or vocal pitch.

• Gender Confirmation/Affirming Surgery: a variety of medical procedures that    
 trans people may choose to feel more at home in their bodies; wanting these procedures is not  
 a requirement for being transgender.

• Gender Expression/Gender Presentation: the way a person expresses their gender through  
 gestures, movement, dress, and grooming. 

• Gender Identity: a person's understanding, definition, or experience of their own gender,  
 regardless of sex assigned at birth.

• Gender Nonconformity: not expressing gender or not having gender characteristics or gender  
 identity that conform to the expectations of society and culture.

• Gender Roles: culturally imposed and expected behaviors associated with gender identities.

• Gender Binary System: a social system that requires individuals to adopt a male or female   
           idenity according to the sex assigned at birth. This system imposes limitations for how   
           you are educated, what jobs you can do (or are expected to do), how you are expected to  
 behave, what you are expected to wear, what your gender & gender presentation should be,  
 and who you should be attracted to/love/marry, etc.

• Gender Dysphoria: strong, persistent feelings of discomfort with one's own assigned sex that  
 results in significant distress or impairment.
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•  Gender Euphoria: strong, persistent feelings of contentedness with one’s gender identity,  
 expression and/or presentation.

•  Genderfluid: describes a gender identity that may change or shift over time between or within  
 the mix of the options available.

•  Genderqueer: a gender identity label often used by people who do not identify with the binary  
 of man/woman; or as an umbrella term for many gender non-conforming or non-binary   
 identities (eg, agender, bigender, genderfluid). 

Gender Pronouns: How people want to be referred to when they are addressed or talked 
about in third person. Some examples of gender-neutral pronouns are They/them/theirs and 
Ze/hir/hirs. 

Heteronormativity: the assumption, in individuals or in institutions, that everyone is 
heterosexual, and that heterosexuality is superior to all other sexualities. 

Heterosexism: The societal and structural assumption that all people identify as 
heterosexual.

Homophobia: The hatred, prejudice, and violence onto someone because they are or perceive 
to be gay, lesbian, or queer.

Intersex: an umbrella term that describes someone with a combination of sex characteristics 
that puts you somewhere outside the binary “male” and “female” boxes. 

Visit interactyouth.org for more information about intersex issues.

Lesbian: a womxn who is attracted exclusively to people of the same gender.

Masculine: concept of what is considered traditionally male in terms of appearance, behavior, 
and personality.

Mx: a gender-neutral honorific meant to affirm individuals who do not fit in the Mr/Mrs 
binary.

Pansexual/Omnisexual: a person who may experience sexual, romantic, physical or spiritual 
attraction for members of all gender identities and expressions

Passing: being perceived as a particular privileged identity/gender, regardless of how the 
person identifies (straight passing, cis passing, etc.).

Polyamory: a romantic orientation and practice of having multiple partners, who are 
consenting to relationships with varying structures; not inherently queer.

Queer: Term originally used as a slur that has been reclaimed; used as an umbrella term 
to describe someone who does not identify as straight (when used for sexual orientation) 
or someone who does not identify as cisgender (when used for gender, i.e. genderqueer) 
or someone who does not conform to sexual or gender expectations or norms. Queer has 
different meanings to different people.
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QTPOC: Refers to queer and trans people of color, often used when differentiating the 
experiences of people of color and white people within the LGBTQ community. 

Sex: Determined by a combination of anatomy, hormones, and chromosomes. Assigned at 
birth based on genitals. 

Sexual Orientation: Sexual identity of a person in relation to attraction and gender. For 
example someone might identify as gay or lesbian if they are attracted to a person of the 
same gender.

Third Gender: A person who identifies with a gender outside of the gender binary imposed 
by colonization. Fa'afafine of Samoa, Hijra of South Asia, and the Muxe in Oaxaca, Mexico are 
some examples of third genders. 

Transgender/Trans: an umbrella term used to describe people whose gender identity differs 
from the sex they were assigned at birth. ‘Transgendered’ has been noted to be an incorrect 
term.

Transphobia: The hatred, prejudice, and violence onto someone because they are or are 
perceived to be transgender.

Transition: Refers to the transitioning process transgender people go through when affirming 
their gender. This can be both a medical procedure and/or social transition, e.g., gender 
expression, pronouns, different name, etc. 

Two-Spirit: A modern umbrella term by and for LGBTQ Native Americans to describe a 
non-binary gender system that existed within many Native American communities before 
colonization. This term should not be co-opted by people who are not Native American.

Womxn: A spelling of "women" that aims to be more inclusive and intersectional, and to 
show that womxn are not limited to being defined by patriarchy or gender binary. 
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GSA MODELS

The three typical functions  
of a GSA club are to: support  
students, build community,  
and create change. 

We break this down into three 
types of GSA clubs: Support, 
Social, and Activist. Most GSAs 
are combination of all three. 

Support
Many GSAs function as a support group and provide safety and confidentiality to students who are struggling 
with their identity as gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, or questioning or those who are experiencing harass-
ment at school because of their actual or perceived sexual orientation or gender identity or expression. These 
groups often provide one of the few safe spaces for students to express themselves.

Social
GSAs are also social groups. They provide a sense of community and a space for LGBTQ and straight ally youth 
to build a social network where their identity is respected. Lots of GSAs organize barbeques or movie nights, 
organize field trips to a local LGBT prom or an LGBT pride parade, and attend conferences together. GSAs are 
a great way to build community at your school and lessen the isolation that LGBTQ students might otherwise 
experience.

Activist
In addition to support, some GSAs work on educating themselves and the broader school community about 
sexual orientation, gender identity and other issues that affect students. They may organize a "Pride Week" or 
"Racial Justice Teach In" and offer a series of educational workshops, panels, and pride celebrations. There are 
other types of educational and activist events GSAs can do, create your own event based on the needs of your 
school.    

TIP: Some groups decide they want to be a social or activist GSA but also need a space just for LGBTQ folks 
to still talk about their issues and get support. You can start another LGBTQ+ only group that meets at 
another time, or alternate your meetings to meet both purposes.

Remember, if your GSA is at a public school, your GSA has Legal Rights under the Federal Equal Access Act. 
More legal resources at http://gsanetwork.org/resources/legal-resources.
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HOW TO HAVE  
AN AWESOME GSA

Running a Good Meeting
• Set ground rules: To make sure the group 

members feel safe, establish ground rules.

• Decision-making: Figure out how your group will 
make decisions like majority vote or consensus. 

• Facilitator

 — Designate someone to keep the group focused 
on the meeting agenda

 — For more on facilitation, see pg 13. 

• Notes

 — Take minutes at each meeting for members 
who couldn't attend

 — Use Facebook groups, google docs or email to 
share notes. Figure out what works best for 
your club. 

Creating an Action Plan
• Have a brainstorming session

 — Only think of projects ONCE at a brainstorming 
meeting

 — Set your ideas into a list of priorities and 
concentrate on the top three

• Set up committees

 — Make each project a committee and appoint a 
leader to organize the specific project

 — Commitees help spread leadership

• Set tentative dates

 — Put deadlines, dates of meetings, or anything 
else into official school calendars

 — Follow a schedule and take your deadlines 
seriously

• Subcommittee meetings

 - Committees working on projects should meet 
separately from the regular GSA meeting and 
report back to the GSA. This ensures that GSA 
members not interested in the project still have a 
place in meetings, while allowing committees to 
get more specific work completed.

Establishing Your Club's Purpose
• Decide if your GSA is a support group, activism 

club, social group, or a combination.

• Mission statement: What kind of GSA club are 
you going to be? Address the nature of your  
club and its goals in an official mission statement. 
Check out our sample mission statements to 
get started! To develop a vision and values 
statement with your mission statement, check 
out our Visions for Justice and Values for Justice 
workshops that you can do in your GSA! 

Preparing for Meetings
• Set the agenda: make a list of issues/topics to 

discuss at each meeting.

• Publicize the meetings

 — Figure out the best ways to reach as many 
people as possible at school (e.g. daily 
announcements, flyers, social media)
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A strong and well-run GSA, like a tree, is dependent on how well it 
is maintained. This checklist is meant to help you build your GSA by 
focusing on the three parts of a strong GSA:

THE ROOTS > THE TRUNK > THE BRANCHES

The Roots: What Grounds Your GSA

Establishing Your Club's Purpose
• Pick your GSA's mission: Decide if your GSA is a support group, 

activism club, social group or a combination. 

• Mission statement: Address the nature of your club and its goals 
in an official mission statement

• Know your GSA’s vision & values: Have conversations with your 
GSA about what kind of school you want. Having a vision of what 
the impact your GSA will have is important because it helps keep 
your GSA focused.

• GSA Leadership: Decide how your GSA will be run. You can try 
having a traditional Officer system with a President, or a Board 
system with a group of equal leaders. 

GSA TREE CHECKLIST

Preparing for Meetings
• Leadership meetings: However your GSA is lead, be sure that the leaders of the club meet regularly (at least 

twice a month) to plan your GSA meetings, take care of any work that has to be done, and keep the GSA’s 
projects moving forward. Many GSA leaders will meet every week after they’ve had the regular GSA meeting 
and work on the ideas that came up in the meeting.

• Make an agenda: Make a list of the topics you’re going to talk about in your regular meetings. Assign a set time 
for each topic so that you don’t over schedule. At the beginning of each meeting be sure to give your members 
a chance to add a topic to the agenda. If additional items come up or if you run out of time, start a "parking 
lot" using chart paper to make a list for future meetings.

• Make a meeting calendar: At the beginning of the school year, plan out all of your meetings and make a 
calendar of  for your members. 

• Publicize the meetings: Figure out the best ways to reach as many people in your school. Use daily 
announcements, flyers, posters, newspaper/TV ads, social media, etc. 

• Bring Food: People are happier when they’re fed, so you can raise money from your members through a 
donation jar, ask for in-kind donations from local businesses, or use other strategies from our Fundraising for 
Your GSA Resource Guide (see page 11).

THE ROOTS
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The Trunk: What Keeps Your GSA Strong

Running a Good Meeting
• Use ground rules: Set ground rules for your meetings so that all 

members feel safe and that their voices matter.   

• Decision-making: Figure out how your GSA is going to make 
decisions. Will you use majority vote, consensus, secret ballot?  

• Facilitate meetings: Be sure to have a facilitator to keep your 
meetings moving and focused on the agenda. It’s a good idea to 
have different members take a turn running meetings so that more 
members develop their facilitation skills.

• Take notes: Assign a person to take notes for each meeting. This can be one of your leaders or a member of 
the GSA. Make sure you record any actions that the GSA or members need to take for the next meeting. Be 
sure to post the notes so that people can read them, even if they don’t come to meetings.

• Involve your members: Your GSA members are what make your GSA possible, so it’s super important that 
they have a chance to have their voices and ideas heard. Be sure you give your members lots of chances to 
say what they think. 

THE TRUNK

Staying Organized
• Keep good records: You won’t be the GSA leader forever, so be sure to create a GSA binder with good 

records of everything your GSA does for future leaders. Your binder can have meeting notes, event plans, 
flyers, group photos, copies of letters/emails to your school administration, etc. Also, include a document 
that summarizes what the GSA has done for the year. These documents can be almost like letters from one 
GSA leader to the next leader, letting them know what the GSA did, what goals it accomplished and what 
things it still needs to work on. 

• Stay in touch: Help your members stay in touch with each other by creating a Facebook group page for your 
GSA. This can help you spread information about events, projects and meetings, as well as let you post the 
notes from past meetings and agendas for future ones. 
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The Branches: Your GSA in Action

Making Ideas Happen
• Have a brainstorm session: When coming up with ideas for GSA 

activities and events, let all your members and leaders share 
their ideas in a brainstorm session. Set up blank posters around 
your meeting room and let everyone write down their ideas. If 
members see an idea they like, they can put a check mark next to 
it. Afterwards, organize your ideas into the top three. This will help 
your GSA decide which they want to do.

• Make a plan: Writing down your plan for making an event or 
activity happen is the most important part of making your ideas 
happen! Set dates when things are due, who is responsible for 
what, what supplies you’ll need, and any fundraising you might 
need to do.

• Set up committees: Make committees to take care of projects (like planning an event) outside of meeting 
times. Meeting outside of your regular GSA meeting will leave your GSA time for members who don’t want to 
work on the project and will give your committees more time to get their work done.

• Ask for help: Asking for help can be hard, but no one can get things done by themselves! Ask your GSA 
advisor, fellow GSA leaders, GSA members, friends outside of the GSA and GSA Network staff for help. You 
can also go to GSA Network's Facebook page, facebook.com/GSANetwork, or website, gsanetwork.org, to ask 
questions and get tips from other youth.

Notes:

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

THE BRANCHES
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Your GSA club is making important changes on your school campus, but maybe you need 
money to keep up the momentum. This resource will help you figure out what works best 
for your GSA club, its fundraising goals, and the individual strengths of its members.

Before you get started...

Find out your school's fundraising policy for clubs!  Talk to the Student Government and invite them to a GSA 
meeting so they can explain the fundraising policy and process to all GSA members. Fundraising policies are 
different at every school, so be sure to give yourself enough time to get your idea approved.

Who should be responsible for fundraising in my GSA club?  

Every GSA club member should know how fundraising works, not just the club officers. Some of the tools you 
learn as a fundraiser can be applied to other areas of youth organizing.  

 
We Are Ready to Raise Money!

Step 1: Brainstorm

As a group, brainstorm and decide what 
you want to raise money for. Is it to 
host an event or summit, or travel to an 
event, T-shirts, or something else?  
How much will you need? Once you 
determine the amount that actually 
needs to be raised, you will be able to 
choose the right strategy for your goals. 

Step 2: Choosing the right strategy 
for your club 

There are so many activities that you 
can do to raise money, so talk to your 
club members about what they enjoy 
doing and/or what they are good at. Your 
club’s fundraising efforts will be most 
successful if you choose an activity and  
strategy that your members enjoy.

FUNDRAISING  
FOR YOUR GSA
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All fundraising activities essentially fall into three main strategies: 

1) JUST ASK!  Most people enjoy making donations to causes that they believe in or supporting local schools 
and activities. You just need to ask! There are several ways to ask people to make a donation to your cause 
or project:

• Launch a social media campaign and link to a crowdfunding website (like YouCaring) to create awareness 
and raise funds.  Social media can be a powerful tool that members of your GSA may already be experts in!  
If people in your networks aren’t able to give, ask them to share and spread your message far and wide!

• Create an informational flyer or write a letter that you can send to people, organizations, and businesses in 
your local community.  Tell them why your cause or project is important and explain how their donation will 
be used as well as the impact it will have on your GSA club or school. 

2) SELL!  Selling items can be fun and send a fun message about your club too. Choose products that are 
relatively inexpensive to buy and that can be sold at a higher price.  Be sure to only buy as much as you will 
be able to sell, so you are not stuck with unsold inventory.  Some popular items among GSA youth leaders 
are wristbands, pins, stickers, and baked goods (rainbow cupcakes, anyone?).   

3) HOST AN EVENT! Is there a particular activity or sport that your club members enjoy?  Tailor your event to 
your members interests and your audience to ensure success.  

Step 3: Thank your supporters!

Be sure to show your appreciation to the people who give to your cause. Remember that all supporters should 
be thanked, no matter how big or small the size of their donation.  Here are some ideas on how you can make 
your supporters feel appreciated:

• Collect email addresses and send out a Thank You picture or short video of your GSA club members 
expressing their gratitude. Briefly tell them what you will achieve thanks to their support.

• Share a Thank You picture or short video via social media with everyone who supported your campaign.

• Make Thank You cards with handwritten notes.  Have all members or the club officers sign the card.

• If selling a product, tie a ribbon with a small thank you tag to the product.
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What is a facilitator?  

The facilitator is the person who runs a meeting and moves the meeting along. Facilitators make sure  
participants can share their opinions and stories, discuss topics, and make decisions.  

The Facilitator is Responsible for:
• Making sure members agree on the agenda before and during the meeting. 
• Ensuring the group keeps to ground rules/community agreements.
• Guiding the discussion and intervening if problems arise.
• Staying neutral, asking questions and suggesting ways to approach agenda items.
• Keeping the group on track and on schedule, particularly when the group goes on a tangent.
• Making sure the group comes to decisions, and dividing work clearly among members.
• Maintaining awareness of the energy level in the room and helping encourage members.
• Making sure everyone participates and no one dominates.
• Creating a safe, positive, and comfortable environment (protecting people from personal attack).

HOW TO FACILITATE 
A MEETING

Strategies for Keeping the Meeting Running and Orderly
Checking in and asking GSA members if there is anything they want to add to each meeting’s agenda for 
the GSA to discuss.

• Ex: Are there any topics that you all would like to add to the agenda? (During the beginning of the meeting,    
 possibly after reviewing the agenda for the meeting.)

If someone puts an item on the agenda, ask them to briefly cover  important background information and 
what they want done.

• Ex: Jordan, could you please share a little background information on this topic and what you’d like the GSA 
to do about it or how you want us to address it?

Give 5 minute warnings when moving on to another agenda item. Have another member be a timekeeper if 
necessary. If time runs out, ask the group to agree to spend more time on the issue, postpone it until later  
in the meeting, or put the discussion off until another meeting. 

• Ex: Just a heads up, we have 5 minutes left to talk about this topic. 

• Ex: We are out of time for this topic and still have some other topics to talk about. Do folks want to make a     
 decision on this now in the next 10 minutes, or do you all want to talk about it more next meeting? 

If a comment, question, or topic is off-topic at the moment, create a list (a “parking lot”) for items to be  
discussed at another time. 

• Ex: That’s a great point / idea / question. Let’s put it in the “parking lot” for now so we can finish this   
 topic. We can revisit the parking lot at the end of this meeting or in our next meeting.
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Strategies for Encouraging Participation
Encourage full participation - make sure everyone gets to speak.

• Ex: I’ve noticed a few people have been saying a lot on this topic. Is there anyone who hasn’t spoken yet  
 who wants to say something?

Try to notice when someone is holding back. Try different ways of discussing topics if you think it will help,  
like a “Go Around” or “Pair Share.”

• Ex: Some people may not want to talk openly about this topic. But it’s important that we hear all different  
 points of view, so I encourage everyone to be honest about their feelings.

• Go Around: “I want everyone to have the chance to share their honest thoughts or feelings on this issue.  
 Let’s go around the circle / room and have everyone share what they are thinking. You always have the right  
 to pass.”

• Pair Share: “To break the ice, everyone turn to the person next to them or find a partner and talk for a few  
 minutes about what you think. Then we’ll come back to the big group and some people can share what they  
 talked about.” 

Keep track of the list of people who want to speak, and share it out loud so everyone knows the speaking 
order. Feel free to put people who have not yet spoken first in the list. 

• Ex: “Okay, let’s have Aleja, Travis, Sanjay, Tran, and then Em for the speaking order.”   

Strategies for Facilitating Discussion and Decision Making

Help people avoid repeating themselves by summarizing discussion and asking only for comments in 
areas that haven’t been mentioned.

• Ex: So far, I’ve heard the following concerns about moving forward with the gender neutral bathroom  
 campaign. Some arguments in favor are….I’ve heard different solutions proposed like….

• Ex: Are there any different arguments against or in favor that haven’t been mentioned yet? 

If the group has been discussing a topic for a while, move the group towards a decision or agreement. 

• Ex: It seems like most people agree that we should talk to the Dean about the harassment that is going on.

• Ex: Seems like there’s still a few issues we need to come to agreement on, like…. Let’s focus on deciding  
 what to do about those. 

Know when the group has reached a decision.  Also know when a group cannot reach a decision; suggest  
postponing a decision when the group needs critical information, the group needs to hear from others, or the  
group is not prepared. 

• Ex: I’d like to propose we postpone this discussion because…

Check briefly for agreement before moving on - make sure everyone understands decisions.

• Ex: Can someone briefly summarize the proposal we are voting on for our Trans Day of Action event? 

It helps if the facilitator tries to remain neutral if possible, so as not to abuse your power! If you want to  
participate actively in the discussion, ask someone else to take over facilitating the meeting. If you have  
a quick personal comment, let them know and do not take advantage of being facilitator -- try and wait  
to make sure others have spoken first.

• Ex: Speaking as a GSA member, I think… 

• Ex: Okay, I want to make a comment as well, after Darren...
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As the school year comes to an end, many GSA leaders worry about what will happen to the GSA club once they 
are gone. It is important to create a strategy for passing the torch of leadership so that your GSA stays strong 
for future years. Your long-term goal is to keep your GSA active in the fight against homophobia and transphobia 
in schools. An effective student club needs strong leadership every year. So, regardless of your club’s leadership 
structure (such as officers, senators, executive committee, etc.), you will have a short-term goal every year of 
finding a reliable and passionate group of individuals to lead the club. Then, you will need to develop a strategy 
that looks at the situation within your GSA club and at your school, and plan how to best train new leaders.

TRANSITIONING 
CLUB LEADERSHIP

Select Your New Leaders Early!
Many GSA clubs select their new leadership in the 
middle of each school year, rather than at the beginning. 
The advantage of holding elections at the beginning of 
Spring semester is that your new leaders can be trained 
and mentored by your outgoing leaders. And when the 
new school year starts, your new leaders are already 
trained and practiced at being leaders.

Identify Your Potential Leaders
Look around your GSA meetings. Think about the 
participants in your events this year, such as Day 
of Silence. Are there students who will be at school 
next year who are interested in a GSA leadership 
role? Maybe there are students in the GSA who 
would make great leaders, with some coaching and 
training, but they feel unsure or unaware of their 
own leadership potential. Remember that EVERY 
new member can potentially become a leader of 
your GSA! 

• Train new members in the rules, history and 
projects of your GSA. 

• Spread out responsibility to all members 
throughout the school year, not just at the end.

• Take turns facilitating meetings so everyone 
knows what it feels like to be up front and 
prepare you for a possible leadership role.

• Specifically ask younger GSA members to 
facilitate meetings throughout the year.

• Network with other organizations on and off 
campus.

Identify Your Resources
What are your strengths? Your challenges?  Who 
is currently involved? Is there a teacher who 
will be the club's advisor next year? How many 
graduating seniors currently lead the GSA? What 
about younger students in lower grades? Are 
students generally apathetic at your school about 
the GSA, or do you have an engaged base?

Train Your Leaders
Develop a mechanism for your outgoing leaders to train 
your incoming leaders.  Here are some tips:

• Have summer outings to continue the GSA momentum 
and build connections. 

• Have leadership trainings where all resources will 
be transferred (club constitution, summary of past 
events).

• Invite all GSA leaders to participate in events, so that 
everyone knows what’s going on.
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INTRO TO GSA  
CAMPAIGN ORGANIZING

GSAs work to raise awareness, push policies 
and educate their campuses through 
workshops, assemblies, days of action and 
campaigns. When you see student rights are 
not being implemented, it is our duty to hold 
our schools and communities accountable 
and create change. Sometimes you see a little 
change. Sometimes you see a lot.   

But what are the magic steps that turn your 
activism from small steps into big impact? 
This resource and accompanying tactic 
guides will help you think through a campaign 
strategy to win the rights you deserve, like 
gender-neutral restrooms, restorative justice 
practices, or anti-discrimination policies that 
include sexual orientation, gender identity, 
immigration status and race. 

Creating a GSA Campaign Strategy
Before you start your campaign, there are a few key things you should identify. It's easiest to figure 
out your strategy in conversation -- so we've created a sample text message exchange, where we ask 
you the questions you need to answer with your GSA. Fill out the worksheet on the next page and, if 
you have trouble, use the example text exchange on the third page for help. You can also contact GSA 
Network for support to set up a strategy session with a local organizer near you. 

1. Identify your S.M.A.R.T.E.R.   
goal: Specific, Measurable,  Achievable, 
Realistic, Time-bound, Evaluate, and 
Readjust goals are precise and clear, 
rather than overly broad or ambiguous.

2. Identify your target.

3. Identify your strengths, opportuni-
ties, supporters and allies.

4. Identify your improvements and 
threats.
5. Identify your tactics (Use our 
Campaign Tactic Guides to choose and 
plan your tactics).

6. Start your campaign & WIN! 
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First you need to know what you're trying to change. Do you have a 
S.M.A.R.T.E.R. goal or outcome in mind for your campaign? 

Who is the person that has the decision-making power to change the 
situation? Are they on your side, against you, or in-between?

Great, that should be your target! Now, who are your allies? 
Who can help support you to get to your outcome?

1. IDENTIFY YOUR S.M.A.R.T.E.R. GOAL

2. IDENTIFY YOUR TARGET

3. IDENTIFY YOUR STRENGTHS, 
OPPORTUNITIES, SUPPORTERS & ALLIES

4. IDENTIFY YOUR IMPROVEMENTS & THREATS

Think of something you can 
achieve. If your broad goal is 
to eliminate transphobia, for 
example, your campaign goal 
might be getting a gender-
neutral dress code or restroom.

Some groups choose to 
use a “Power Map” [see 
Power Mapping Activity] to 
determine the best target 
and landscape of their allies 
and supporters.   

Allies and supporters can help 
you achieve your goal. PEOPLE 
POWER is a great asset in a 
campaign: the more people you 
can get, the more power you 
have when unified.

Learn about specific tactics and 
how to plan them as part of your 
campaign with GSA Network's 
Campaign Tactics Guides.

INTRO TO GSA CAMPAIGN ORGANIZING 
Text Message Worksheet 

CAMPAIGN 
TOOLS 

There are many different ways to pressure your target to 
achieve your goal, including letter-writing, direct actions, and 
petitions. How are you and your allies going to influence 
your target? 

What are some of your areas of improvements? What is 
threatening your club from succeeding in your campaign?

5. IDENTIFY YOUR TACTICS

Be honest when coming up with 
your list of improvement and 
threats. They help you plan to 
strengthen your club. 
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CAMPAIGN 
TOOLS 

TACTIC 1: #GSASUNITE! PETITION

What's your campaign trying to do? Remember, people won't support something they 
don't understand. Keep the title short and punchy. For example: "Let our GSA Meet on 
Campus" or "Send Lynn & Whitney to Prom!"

Whom are you petitioning? (Who is your target?)

What do you want them to do? (What's your "ask?")

Why is this important?

Who has the power to give you what you want? Your principal? School board? 
Superintendent? State legislator? Senator? The more specific, the better! You will deliver 
your petition or campaign demands to this person or group -- face to face, if possible.

This is what you're asking. 
Imagine you're writing a 
letter to your target. For 
example: "Principal Lewis, 
please let our GSA meet on 
campus like all other clubs -- 
it's the law!"

What would you say to a 
friend to explain why you 
care about this issue? Try to 
use a combination of facts 
and emotions. If a member 
of your GSA has a personal 
story and is comfortable 
sharing it, put it here.

1. Start your petition at unite.gsanetwork.org 

Petition Title (Campaign Name)
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CAMPAIGN 
TOOLS TACTIC 1: #GSASUNITE! PETITION

2. Review Intro to GSA Campaign Organizing to see how the 
petition fits into a bigger strategy (see page 16)
• Identify your goal: Does the petition "ask" match your campaign goal? Is it 

doable?
• Identify your target: Make sure your petition addresses the decision-maker 

you've identified.
• Identify your supporters & allies: These are the people who can help you get 

signatures! See next page for tips for sharing with them.
• Identify your tactics: The petition is just ONE tactic in your campaign. Think about 

other tactics that will make your campaign successful. For example, you might 
want to hold a big event or demonstration when you deliver the petition.

CASE STUDY: 
SUPPORT TRANS* STUDENTS
Dean Welliver, a transgender high school senior 
from Bakersfield, CA, attended an online school 
because his district did not know how to sup-
port transgender youth. When California passed 
the School Success and Opportunity Act, Dean 
decided to start a campaign to ensure the district 
implemented the law and all future Bakersfield 
students would have the opportunity to go to 
school with their friends and graduate.

1. GOAL: Have Bakersfield schools 
put in place clear policies affirming 
that transgender students can use 
facilities and participate in sports and 
activities consistent with their gender 
identity

2. TARGET: Kern High School District 
Board of Education & Superintendent

3. SUPPORTERS & ALLIES:  
GSA clubs across the district; 
Bakersfield LGBT group; local 
educational justice coalitions

4. TACTICS: GSAsUnite! petition; 
direct action (petition delivery); media 
activism

"The GSAUnite! petiton tool gave me an easy 
way to share my story, build support, and 
follow up with supporters since the tool let 
me email everyone who signed the petition. I 
asked my friends to share it on social media, 
and met in person with all of the GSA clubs in 
my district, giving them printed copies of the 
petition to pass around school for people to 
sign, and then I typed the written signatures 
into the tool. In just 3 months, I gathered 248 
signatures, which I presented at the district's 
next board meeting. I gave a speech about 
my experience at the meeting too, which 
was cool because there were reporters there. 
After that, the district met with me, showed 
me a written policy, and told me they would 
implement it!"

See Dean's petition: 
unite.gsanetwork.org/p/dean
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Prior to Starting...
• Challenge your stereotypes about youth and/or adults. 
• Clearly define roles, responsibilities, and expectations for youth and adults. 
• Ensure that one group does not greatly outnumber the other.

Building Effective Youth Adult Partnerships
• Evaluate the structure of the organization: Did youth or adults start the group? Who leads the 

group? Have both youth and adults always participated?
• Prioritize youth leadership and facilitation and focus on leadership training and skill-building for 

students.
• Follow a specific process for planning events and projects in your GSA. Make sure responsibilities 

are clearly designated and expectations are well defined.
• Frequently evaluate group dynamics: Do adult advisors and student leaders both feel supported? 

Do youth members feel they have the power and control in the group?
• If adults tend to outnumber youth or dominate the GSA, consider forming a separate Genders and 

Sexualities Teacher's Alliance or faculty group.
• If adult advisors wish to be involved in setting meeting agendas (or are required to by school policy), 

make sure that a youth leader is also involved in the process.
• If adult advisors have concerns about a particular project, have them voice these by asking 

questions instead of handing down authoritative decisions.

Youth and Adult Partnership Tips
• ASK QUESTIONS- Conflict can easily arise when messages are misconstrued. Communication styles 

vary from person to person; different communication styles do not imply disrespect or disinterest. 
Ask questions in order to clarify and keep a common goal in mind to help address conflicts.

• BE DELIBERATE- Adults and young people vary widely on content knowledge, development, and 
willingness to participate. Create a way to hold everyone accountable in the work they do. 

• BE RESPECTFUL- Everyone comes from different backgrounds and experiences. It is important to 
respect and recognize what an individual brings to the group. 

• YOUTH TRAINING- Create learning opportunities for youth to take leadership on important projects. 
Facilitate growth for young people in a meaningful way such as public speaking, communication, 
and assertive skills. Build capacities for young people and hold high expectations for youth. 

• BURN OUT- People have other interests and priorities (friends, families, hobbies, education). 
Depending heavily on someone can cause them to burn out. Feeling tired, overwhelmed, and 
overworked is a common reality. Assist youth in recognizing when "no" is an appropriate answer 
and support their decision. 

YOUTH ADULT 
PARTNERSHIPS
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GSA NETWORK FAQS

1. What is Genders & Sexualities Alliance Network?
Genders & Sexualities Alliance Network is a next-generation LGBTQ racial and gender justice 
organization that empowers and trains trans, queer, and allied youth leaders to advocate, organize, 
and mobilize an intersectional movement for safer schools and healthier communities. In California, 
GSA Network connects over 1,000 GSA clubs through regional summits and youth councils. 
Nationally, GSA Network leads the National Association of GSA Networks which unites 40 statewide 
and local networks of GSA clubs. Founded in 1998, Genders & Sexualities Alliance Network (GSA 
Network) is the only youth driven organization that networks GSA clubs in California, and networks 
statewide and local organizations serving GSA clubs across the country.
 
2. What is a Genders & Sexualities Alliance, or GSA?
A Genders & Sexualities Alliance (GSA) is a student-initiated and student-run club in a public or 
private school or community. The goal of a GSA is to provide a safe, supportive environment for 
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, questioning (LGBTQ) and straight allied youth to meet and 
discuss sexual orientation and gender identity issues, and to work to create a school environment 
free of discrimination, harassment, and intolerance.

3. Who are the members of GSA Network?
Members of GSA Network are lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, questioning, and straight 
ally youth, school personnel, and supportive community members who value and support trans 
and queer youth leadership coming together for racial and gender justice. Straight cisgender youth 
are often members of GSAs because they have lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender (LGBT) family 
or friends. Since most clubs do not require student members to report information related to their 
sexual orientation or gender identity, or racial/ethnic information, it is difficult to estimate the exact 
number of young GSA clubs are also registered as group members of GSA Network.

4. Does GSA Network start or sponsor GSAs in schools?  
No. GSAs cannot be banned if other non-curricular student clubs are allowed to exist at the school. 
The Federal Equal Access Act and the First Amendment of the US Constitution establish the 
requirement of equal treatment for all non-curriculum related clubs regardless of the content of 
speech at the club meetings. That means any school that receives government funding and has at 
least one other non-curricular club must also allow a GSA.

5. What impact do GSAs have on school climate?
Overwhemling evidence indicates that GSAs improve school climate for lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, questioning students and their allies. GSAs that conduct student and teacher 
sensitivity trainings typically see a decrease in slurs, name-calling, and harassment following 
their advocacy efforts. GSAs also create youth-run spaces for students to meet and socialize. The 
presence of a GSA club on campus is associated with lower levels of youth's self-reports of school-
based victimization. 
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6. Is homophobia and transphobia a widespread problem in schools?
Harassment and bullying based on actual or perceived sexual orientation are pervasive. According 
to the Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance (YRBS) students who identify as gay, lesbian, or bisexual 
reported are three times more likely to feel unsafe at school or on their way to school. Use the data 
below to show your administration or members of your community that homophobia and transphobia 
directly impact the health and achievement outcomes of LGBTQ students. 
Centers for Disease Control - Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance (YRBS), 2015
Some key findings from 2015 are available at https://www.cdc.gov/healthyyouth/disparities/smy.htm 
and include: 
• LGB students are three times more likely to not go to school because they feel unsafe.
• Students who identified as LGB also reported that they were twice as likely to have experienced 

harassment both online and at school. 
• LGB students were twice as likely to report feeling sad or hopeless. And LGB students also 

were nearly three times more likely to report having considered attempting, made a plan, and 
attempted suicide. 

GLSEN National School Climate Survey, 2015
Some key findings from 2015 are available at https://www.glsen.org/article/2015-national-school-
climate-survey and include:
• LGBTQ students who experienced high levels of anti-LGBTQ victimization were twice as likely to 

report they do not plan to pursue post-secondary education. 
• LGBTQ students who experienced high levels of anti-LGBTQ victimization and discrimination had 

lower GPAs, lower self-esteem and higher levels of depression.
• School-based supports, often still lacking but generally growing in availability, have a positive 

effect on school climate. LGBTQ students in schools with a GSA or a comprehensive anti-bullying 
policy experienced lower levels of anti-LGBTQ victimization. Also, LGBTQ students with an LGBT-
inclusive curriculum were more likely to report that their classmates were somewhat or very 
accepting of LGBTQ students (76 percent vs. 42 percent).

7. Are there GSAs in middle schools?
Throughout the country there has been a steady increase of the number of GSAs in middle schools 
that register with local GSA Networks. Harassment and discrimination based on sexual orientation 
or gender identity is also pervasive in middle schools and junior highs and data from the California 
Healthy Kids Survey shows that it is even more pervasive. 

8. Where is GSA Network based?
GSA Network is headquartered in Oakland, and has California regional offices in the Central Valley and 
in Los Angeles serving Southern California. To meet the needs of Southern and Midwestern-based 
youth, GSA Network opened a Southeastern regional office in New Orleans, Louisiana in 2014 and 
opened an office in Chicago, Illinois in 2017. 
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2017-2018 CALENDAR

Youth activists join their regional YOUTH COUNCILS, where they make a 1-year commitment 
to lead trainings, plan events, and work with their GSA on mounting a campaign at their 
school. To join a Youth Council, contact your local GSA Network in your state. Search the 
national directory: www.gsanetwork.org/national-directory

Don’t forget to REGISTER your GSA EVERY YEAR! gsanetwork.org/gsa-registration
 
Get FREE LGBTQ+ films for your GSA to watch as a group! Register for Youth in Motion @ 
frameline.org/youth-motion 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter for events, news, and updates. 

LGBTQ+ LATINX HISTORY MONTH – Sept. 15 – Oct. 15. Team up with groups at your school 
to celebrate the accomplishments of LGBTQ+ Latinx figures, like trans activist Sylvia
Rivera and undocumented trans activist Jennicet Gutiérrez. You can find more ideas by
visiting www.gsanetwork.org/nuestroarcoiris 

ALLY WEEK - is a youth-led weeklong event that sheds light on the experiences LGBTQ+ 
students face in schools. We challenge straight cisgender students and adults to be build 
support with LGBTQ+ youth in their communities.

LGBTQ+ HISTORY MONTH - Celebrate LGBTQ+ History Month using GSA Network’s guide on 
how to teach your school about LGBT people in history. Check out our resource here:  
www.gsanetwork.org/lgbthistorymonth

DIGNITY IN SCHOOLS CAMPAIGN: NATIONAL WEEK OF ACTION
States and local governments spend between $8-$21 billion a year on the juvenile 
justice system instead of investing in our schools. LGBTQ+ students are being pushed out 
of schools because of high stakes testing, unsupportive climates, and punitive discipline 
policies. Join Dignity in Schools Campaign and the GSA movement, and plan an action in  
your school. http://www.dignityinschools.org/our-work/week-of-action

NATIONAL COMING OUT DAY! - Use this day to raise awareness of LGBTQ+ & ally youth at 
your school. Organize film screenings, encourage people to come out as allies, or launch a 
campaign in your school or community!

1st-30th

25th-29th

October 
2017

1st-31st

11th

INTERSEX AWARENESS DAY - This is an international day that marks the anniversary of the 
first intersex protest and recognizes the challenges that intersex people experience. Check 
out this resource to learn how you can make your school’s GSA club intersex-friendly.  
https://gsanetwork.org/files/resources/IntersexFriendlyGSAs_0.pdf

26th

LGBT NATIVE AMERICAN HERITAGE MONTH – Making plans to celebrate Native American 
Heritage Month? Team up with groups at your school to highlight the accomplishments of 
LGBTQ+ Native American two-spirits, like We’Wha and Chrystos.  

1st-30thNovember 
2017

September 
2017

INTERSEX DAY OF SOLIDARITY - Let’s honor past intersex activist and writers. The day 
marks Herculine Barbin’s birthday, a French intersex person whose memoirs were published 
posthumously.

8th



BLACK FUTURE LEGENDS MONTH - Making plans to celebrate Black History Month? Team 
up with groups at your school to celebrate the accomplishments of LGBTQ+ Black historical 
figures. Find ideas at www.gsanetwork.org/blackedOUThistory

GSA DAY FOR RACIAL JUSTICE - Mobilize for racial justice and celebrate the multiple  
identities we hold as LGBTQ+ youth. Get involved by hosting teach-ins, marches, and other 
actions in support of #BlackLivesMatter. www.gsanetwork.org/gsaday

February 
2018

1st-28th

23rd

March
2018

31st
TRANSGENDER DAY OF VISIBILITY - “Trans Day of Visibility (TDoV) is an annual holiday to 
show your support for the trans and non-binary community... It aims to bring attention to the 
accomplishments of trans people around the globe while fighting cissexism and transphobia 
by spreading knowledge of the trans community. Unlike Transgender Day of Remembrance, 
this is not a day for mourning: this is a day of empowerment and getting the recognition we 
deserve!” -TSER

NATIONAL YOUTH HIV AND AIDS AWARENESS DAY - The creation of NYHAAD is a move 
toward acknowledging and addressing the needs of young people in the HIV and AIDS  
response.  Each year, young activists in high schools and at colleges and universities across 
the country will use this day to organize and educate about HIV and AIDS. To learn more, 
please visit: http://advocatesforyouth.org/youthaidsday

10th

April 2018
DAY OF SILENCE - Students take a vow of silence to encourage schools and classmates to 
address the problem of anti-LGBTQ behavior by illustrating the silencing effect of bullying 
and harassment. More info at www.dayofsilence.org

27th

LGBTQ ASIAN PACIFIC ISLANDER AMERICAN HERITAGE MONTH - Making plans to celebrate 
Asian Pacific Islander American Heritage Month? Team up with groups at your school to
celebrate the accomplishments of LGBTQ Asian American and Pacific Islander historical
figures.

1st-31stMay 2018

June 2018 1st-30st

END OF THE SCHOOL YEAR – Congratulations to our young people who worked hard in their 
schools and communities. Take this time to reflect on the tribulations and achievements your 
GSA has gone through, and prepare for what the coming year might bring for your GSA. 

PRIDE! – LGBTQ+ youth and allies across the country join their statewide and regional GSA 
Networks in Pride celebrations. Recognize the sacrifices that our trans and queer elders  
endured so that we can carry their voices and our history forward. 

July 2018 1st-30st

August 
2018

TBD
NATIONAL GATHERING - This event is an opportunity for statewide and regional GSA  
networks around the country to exchange with peers from other states, learn about  
organizing statewide GSA networks, share best practices about youth organizing and the 
GSA movement, and talk about the future goals of the National Association. If you’re
interested in attending, get involved with your local GSA Network. 

REGIONAL ACTIVIST CAMP – Every summer GSA Network hosts Activist Camps designed for 
trans and queer youth to build their leadership skills for the upcoming school year. Did we 
mention that its free?! Stay updated on your local camp via our website!

November 
2017
Cont.

GSA DAY FOR GENDER JUSTICE - This day will kick off a weekend of trans resilience and
remembrance, and encourages GSAs to carry out the GSA Network Fighting for Gender
Justice! workshop as well as utilize our online resources to push for gender justice and equity 
on school campuses and in communities.

TRANSGENDER DAY OF REMEMBRANCE AND RESILIENCE  - First held to honor Rita Hester, 
this day of remembrance has grown to memorialize many transgender people across the 
world as well as those who were killed due to anti-trans violence.

17th

20th

December 
2017

   1st WORLD AIDS DAY - This day “is an opportunity for people worldwide to unite in the fight 
against HIV, show their support for people living with HIV and to commemorate people 
who have died. World AIDS Day was the first ever global health day, held for the first time in 
1988.” – World AIDS Day. https://www.worldaidsday.org/

Visit our website for updates and resources!   www.gsanetwork.org



www.gsanetwork.org

HATE INCIDENT 
REPORTING

Submitting the Report (bit.ly/ReportTheHaters)
1. What Happened: Try to be as literal as possible, describing the 

situation as if you were on the outsie looking in

2. When and Where: Date, location, and what type of place you were in 

3. Type of Hate: Anti-Native American, Anti-Transgender, 
Gender-Nonconforming, Nonbinary,  or other identities. You can 
check more than one box. 

4. Follow Up: We follow up with support and resources only if you want 
us to! Tell us your name and the best way to contact you.

Have you experienced violence, threats, or 
property damage motivated by hate?
The hate incident report form is a tool for survivors and witnesses to 
report incidents of violence, threats, and property damage motivated 
by hate in schools across the United States. Due to the spike in hate 
speech and incidents against various communities, including Muslims, 
Jews, immigrants, refugees, the LGBTQ+ community, and communities of 
color, GSA Network is working with partners across the country to 
collect information and respond to these incidents. 

We know our communities have been supporting each other through 
incidents of hate the best way we can for a long time. We also know 
there is often no accountability when these things happen to our 
communities. It's up to you if you'd like to fill out the report, and how 
much you'd like to share. 

Things to Know

• Hate incident reports will go 
into a national database. 

• We can follow up with 
support and resources upon 
your request.

• Lets protect our communities 
and #ReportTheHaters!

 Further Action

• Create change at your school by going to https://unite.gsanetwork.org


